
’Tis Pity Criticism & Context !
• Larry S. Champion: ‘’Tis Pity She’s a Whore is a tragedy of a whole society as much as it the tragedy of an 

individual.’	


• Mark Stavig: the title is ‘surely a deliberate assault on the tender Puritan moral sensibilities’ and those 
‘deliberately outrageous’ aspects of Ford’s play ‘must have appealed to the people who were becoming tired of 
the moralistic preaching of the Puritans’.	


• Mark Stavig: ‘In making [Giovanni] an incestuous lover, a blasphemous atheist, and a sensational murder, Ford 
makes his problems so extreme that an audience would inevitably feel less emotionally involved’.	


• Corinne S. Abate: ‘The Cardinal is a morally compromised man amid this morally compromised society’.	


• Clifford Leech: ‘ecclesiastical partiality’ Grimaldi receives due entirely to his nobel birth.	


• Marion Lomax: ‘undercurrent of violence running just below [Parma’s] respectable surface’.	


• Corinne S. Abate: she ‘nominate[s] the post-lapsarian city of Parma as the only whore to which the title should 
refer’.	


• Amtower: ‘thus two potentially “savable” individuals find themselves contaminated by the surrounding culture 
whose spiritual depravity prevents the individual from achieving spiritual transcendence or his or her own’.	


• Lisa Hopkins: ‘Parma had historically been ruled by members of the Habsburg family, who used intermarriage 
between uncles and nieces as a political tool’.	


• Laurie Finke: the play reduces ‘all women to whores or potential whores’.	


• Ford in The Broken Heart: ‘Revenge proves its own executioner.’	


• Hazlitt: Ford was ‘a decadent romantic who delighted in melodramatic plots, licentious scenes, and revolt against 
the established moral order.’	


• Lamb: ‘at his best he is a profound and objective analyst of human behaviour who portrays a higher morality that 
stresses the elevating effect of love and the nobility of endurance in time of adversity.’	


• Paul Cantor: ‘Ford takes the potentially hackneyed theme of star−crossed young lovers and gives it a new twist 
by making the Romeo and Juliet of his play brother and sister.’	


• Paul Cantor: ‘Ford must search for a form of love that will not have the endorsement of society’	


• Paul Cantor: ‘Ford’s attraction to normally taboo themes, such as incest, may be accounted for by his need to get 
the attention of audiences who thought they had already seen everything there was to see on the stage.’	


• Leech: ‘preoccupation with strange and perilous human conduct.’	


• Leech: [Ford] ‘had a profound understanding of suffering, and an ability to present it in dramatic poetry; he had a 
deep interest in abnormal conditions of the mind ... he had a high ideal of human conduct, a reverence for love and 
fidelity and the relation of man and women in true marriage.’	


• Paul Cantor: ‘Moreover, Giovanni and Annabella are by far the most vibrant characters in the play, and, even 
though their love destroys them, there are strong suggestions that they have in the process attained an intensity of 
experience from which the crassly conventional characters in the play are barred.’	


• Paul Cantor: [In both ’Tis Pity and Doctor Faustus] ‘the protagonists are overreachers and perish in their 
attempt to go beyond the limits of normal humanity, but the forces which oppose them in the scheme of the play 
hardly have a solid moral basis in their opposition, being involved as they are in a shabby web of sexual intrigue 
and assassination plots.”	


• Leech: ‘the courtly code was at odds with human nature and its demands ... Ford's plays are commonly studies of 
a passion which is inclusive and destructive.... His lovers may talk of their passion in ideal terms, but there is 
always in them a full drive toward coition: it is this which commonly destroys them.”	


• Leech: [Ford wrote] ‘in a time when poetic drama was in decay, and he shows what could be done by a 
playwright whose purpose needed poetry but would have been ruined by an ostentatious display of the merely 
‘poetic.’	


• Arnold Schmidt: ’While Giovanni believes his predicament to be the product of his fate, he actually seems to 
use fate as an excuse to justify his tragic flaws of uncontrollable lust and intellectual pride.’	


• Arnold Schmidt: ‘Giovanni and Annabella's immaturity prevents them from restraining their unreasonable 
passion.Worse, where Giovanni's reason should control his passion, instead his reason makes matters worse.’	




• Arnold Schmidt: ‘Giovanni's intellectual pride drives him to employ logic and argument to justify his incestuous 
desires, rather than to inhibit them.’	


• Arnold Schmidt: ‘Throughout the play, reason is the target and paradox the tool, as the foolish act reasonably 
and the reasonable act foolishly.’	


• Arnold Schmidt: ‘It is this courtly world which Ford satirizes: corrupt, mercenary, unethical. Though these groups 
of influential men did not make up political "parties" in the modern sense, they did create a divisive sense of 
"faction"—high church, low church, old money, and new—among the courtly classes. These divisions ultimately 
contributed to the civil war in 1640 and King Charles's beheading in 1649.’	


• Arnold Schmidt: ‘Though seriously flawed, in some ways they seem superior to those around them who never 
act for love but only for material gain.’	


• Richard Madelaine: [the image of the heart on the dagger] ‘dramatises the essential nature of passion that is 
the play’s subject’. 

• Castiglione in The Courtier:  [while young lovers may fall victim to their passions, the desires of] ‘mature 
lovers ... [are] guided by rational choice ... [and so] possess completely the beauty they love.’	


• Robert Brustein: ‘Ford wrote this incestuous version of Romeo and Juliet less to make a feminist point than to 
demonstrate (years in advance of Nietzsche and Dostoyevsky) that when God is dead, anything is possible.’ — On 
Joan Akalaitis’s 1992 production	


• Robert Brustein: ‘Missing from Akalaitis's interpretation is not only Giovanni's towering intellect (the Friar 
describes him as a "miracle of wit"), but his motivating narcissism.’— On Joan Akalaitis’s 1992 production	


• Mimi Kramer: ‘Ms. Akalaitis has updated the play to the Fascist Italy of the nineteen−thirties, to create the sense 
of an ossified, decadent, and repressive moral order, and in dealing with the violence she has opted for all−out 
realism, which is the only way to approach these plays.’— On Joan Akalaitis’s 1992 production	


• Sharon Hamilton: ‘The discovery of Annabella's infidelity wounds Soranzo at his most vulnerable point: his pride 
of possession. He has purchased a "most precious jewel”, perversely determined to shine only for another man's 
pleasure.’


